FALL 2019

Fall Tomato Varieties
-Smaller
Apero: High-yielding cross between a grape and cherry produces oval fruits with very
sweet, rich flavor.
Atomic Grape: Lavender and purple stripes, turning to technicolor olive-green, red,
and brown/blue stripes when fully ripe. Elongated, Grape to plum size.
BHN 968: Semi determinate, red cherry sized tomato. Excellent flavor and Nematode
resistance. Compact plants with broad disease resistance produce shiny red cherry
tomatoes.
Black Cherry: Favorite rich-flavored cherry variety. Deep red, purple dark tones,
yields high quantity.
Chadwick Cherry: Popular red sweet cherry variety. Sets fruit in clusters.
Everglades Cherry: Year-round Florida favorite, little sweet cherry type. Ground
spreading, branchy highly adapted to our climate.
Gold Nugget: Determinate, compact plants with deep yellow cherry tomatoes. Wellbalanced flavor.
Purple Bumblebee: Little sweet cherries with lime-green and bronzy purple striping.
Heat tolerant.
Sakura: Compact sweet red cherry tomatoes. More disease resistant.
Sungold: Another favorite, high yielding, sweet, bright tangerine-orange cherry
tomatoes.
Supersweet100: Classic sweet red cherry tomato. Productive, bears large clusters.
Violet Jasper: Small-medium, purple with iridescent green streaks. Chinese, prolific.

- Larger
Berkeley Tie Dye: Green with red and yellow stripes, large-fruited slicing variety.
Spicy, sweet and tart flavor.
Betalux: Determinate, oblate shaped fruit that is great for canning, sauces or paste.
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Black Beauty: World’s darkest tomato! Blue-black skin with a deep red meaty flesh.
One of the best tasting tomatoes, rich, smooth and savory with earthy tones.
Dark Galaxy: Galactic beauty with red and orange stripes covered in random
speckles, and layered by deep blue. Taste is tangy and sweet, juicy and refreshing.
Green Zebra: deep lime-green striped medium/large sized. Flesh is bright green and
very rich tasting, sweet with a sharp bite to it.
Juliet: Roma, large cluster fruiting type. Salad, salsa and sauce qualities.
Lucid Gem: Incredibly sweet and juicy, marbled yellow-red, slicing tomato.
Nineveh: Semi-determinate. Medium sized, acidic red cooking tomato from Iraq.
Peron: Compact semi-determinate, red canning and slicing tomato.
Purple Cherokee: Large dark purple heirloom. Superb, sweet old time tomato flavor.
Purple Russian: Deep dark red, elongated oval shaped snacking or salad topping
tomato.
Roma: Determinate. A quality paste red tomato variety with very thick flesh.
Royal Chico: Determinate, crack resistant, cherry/plum type. Excellent sauce and
drying qualities.
San Marzano: A heavy producing Italian favorite. Red long, cylindrical fruit is filled
with thick, dry flesh and few seeds.
Tropic: Large red market variety. Disease resistant and great for hot and humid
environments.

